Observer variation in equine abdominal auscultation.
The reliability of abdominal auscultation was investigated via an observer variation study. Clinicians listened to a variety of minute-long equine gut sound recordings. They evaluated the amount of gut sounds as 'absent', 'decreased', 'normal', or 'increased'. They subsequently evaluated the same recordings replayed in a different order. Intra- and inter-observer agreement was measured by the statistic kappa. There was significant intra-observer (kappa 0.57) agreement, but less agreement between observers (kappa 0.37). The best agreement was on the classification of sound tracks as 'absent' (intra-observer kappa 0.72 and inter-observer kappa 0.55). There was significant correlation between the clinicians' average assessment of the recordings and their acoustic energy levels. In this study abdominal noise was reliably assessed by auscultation. Standardised techniques and definitions would probably enhance the reliability of abdominal auscultation for the evaluation of gastrointestinal disease.